Abstract: Numerous computational algorithms are used to obtain a high performance in solving mathematics, engineering and statistical complexities. Recently, an attractive bio-inspired method-namely the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)-has shown outstanding performance with some typical computational algorithms in different complex problems. The modification, hybridization and improvement strategies made ABC more attractive to science and engineering researchers. The two well-known honeybees-based upgraded algorithms, Gbest Guided Artificial Bee Colony (GGABC) and Global Artificial Bee Colony Search (GABCS), use the foraging behavior of the global best and guided best honeybees for solving complex optimization tasks. Here, the hybrid of the above GGABC and GABC methods is called the 3G-ABC algorithm for strong discovery and exploitation processes. The proposed and typical methods were implemented on the basis of maximum fitness values instead of maximum cycle numbers, which has provided an extra strength to the proposed and existing methods. The experimental results were tested with sets of fifteen numerical benchmark functions. The obtained results from the proposed approach are compared with the several existing approaches such as ABC, GABC and GGABC, result and found to be very profitable. Finally, obtained results are verified with some statistical testing.
Introduction
In recent years, bio-inspired attractive algorithms have become a research interest for a different domain of researchers for solving complex problems in science, engineering, management and financial real applications. Scientific researchers in particular are interested in developing new bio-inspired techniques based on the nature collections such as bee colony, multiple gbest and some other hybrid namely monarch butterfly optimization, phase transition-based optimization, hybrid PSO, whale optimization algorithm and metaheuristic algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . To increase the performance of the standard Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm in exploration and exploitation procedures, researchers improved the standard ABC by using different strategies like hybridization with local and global search methods, modification, gbest, global best, guided by best so far, globally guided and other recent powerful searching and selecting meta heuristic strategies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The success story of the ABC algorithm started with classification, optimization, scheduling, clustering, engineering, science, machine learning, medicine, transportation, social science, various management problems, ANFIS training, risk assessment, Vehicle route selection, traveling salesman provides solutions in an organized form by dividing the bee objects into different tasks such as employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. These three bees/tasks determine the objects of problems by sharing information with other bees. The common duties of these artificial bees are as follows: the first half of the colony consists of the employed bees and the second includes the unemployed. The different numerical and statistical performance measures demonstrate that the ABC algorithm is competitive with other types of meta-heuristic and typical algorithms. The technical duties of the employed and unemployed artificial bees are given in detail.
Each employed bee searches around the food source, gathering the required information about its quality and position of the onlookers. Then, they carry the information about the position of food source back to the hive and share this information with artificial onlooker bees by dancing in the nearby hive. Onlooker bees: the onlookers tend to choose the best food sources to further exploit, based on information communicated by the employed bees through their dances. Therefore, good food sources attract more onlooker bees compared to the bad ones. The artificial onlooker bees choose the best food source with better quality based on information communicated from those found by employing bees using different ways, such as a probability selection mechanism, greedy selection, fitness function as a proportional of the quality of the food source [36] . The last bee processes are managing by the scout bee group, which is responsible for the exploration process, randomly choosing a new good food source to replace the old one. The number of food sources (based on position and quality) which represent a possible solution to the optimization problem and fitness of the associated solution is equal to the number of employed bees, which is also equal to the number of onlooker bees. The employed onlooker bees used for the exploitation process for a given problem towards the best solution space given in Equation (1) , while scout bees use Equation (2) for the exploration process
where v ij is a new solution in the neighborhood of x ij for the employed bees, k is a solution in the neighborhood of i, Φ is a random number in the range [−1, 1]. 
Although typical ABC is famous due to its robustness and high efficiency for clustering, classification and numerical function optimization problems; however, due to the same and the random searching approach of exploitation it cannot guarantee finding the best food position, also sometimes it is trapped in local minima. The researchers improved the typical ABC algorithm with different strategies such as best so far, discrete, hybrid, gbest guided and quick within employed, onlookers and scout bees.
Gbest Guided Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
Bio-inspired methods are famous due to their unique way of searching, discovering and utilization which go beyond the cooperation of individual and society nature agents as well. A stable and sufficient amount of exploration and exploitation mean these methods are robust for finding a solution to a given problem [23, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Exploration includes things captured by terms such as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation, while exploitation includes such things as refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation, execution. To improve the exploration process, a typical ABC algorithm is upgraded with existing techniques. One of the famous methods used to increase the performance of typical ABC method is called the Gbest Guided Artificial Bee Colony [24] . The proposed method is used to obtain the new candidate solutions of both agents, guided employed and onlookers are generated by moving the old solution towards (or away
from) another solution selected randomly from the population. Here the guided employed bee section of the standard ABC has been modified for improving the exploitation procedure as:
The GGABC method has proven its efficiency through the guided employed and onlooker bees phase. However, the modifying Equation (3) increases the exploitation of a typical ABC algorithm, while the exploration is still not enough and the balance through the random way as given in Equation (2) [37] Therefore, the exploration process can be improved through the hybridization or enhancement of ways for complex and large dataset problems.
Global Artificial Bee Colony Search Algorithm
The Global Artificial Bee Colony (GABC) Search algorithm is the updated version of typical ABC, which used to collect the properties of exploration and exploitation with intelligent behavior artificial honeybees agents [28] . The GABC algorithm is used to update the solution step and convert it to the best solution based on neighborhood values through employed, onlooker and scout bees sections. Usually, in bee swarm, the experienced foragers can use previous knowledge of position and the nectar quantity of a food source to regulate their group directions in the search space. Therefore, GABC agents employed scout and onlookers have improved their optimality by their best food source. The GABC algorithm used the following methods to enhance the exploration and exploitation process of the typical ABC algorithm. The GABC used Equations (3) and (4) to enhance the employed onlooker bees capabilities and quality as:
where yshows best food source position, c 1 and c 2 are two constant values, x best j is the j-th element of the global best solution found so far, y best j is the j-th element of the best solution in the current iteration, φ ij is a uniformly distributed real random number in the range [−1, 1]. The scout bee section of the typical ABC is updated as:
if rand(0, 1) ≤ 0.5, then
else
Then, comparing the fitness value of random generated solution x rand ij and the mutation solution x mutation ij the better one is chosen as a new food source, where b is a scaling parameter. The GABC method successfully applied to some complex optimization problems such as classification, clustering and numerical function optimizations function optimizations as well [28, 29] . However, it cannot prove the effectiveness capabilities to get the exact desired optimal values for all given complex problems due to the same and random searching strategies used by employed and onlooker's bees sections. In other words, the GABC algorithm used the single strategy in different bee phases which cannot achieve the balance and optimal exploitation process. 
The Proposed 3G-ABC Algorithm
Based on recently published research, the GABC algorithm has a global ability to find a globally optimistic result through a strong exploration process in various applications with different variables and dynamics control parameters [28] . On the other side, the GGABC algorithm has ability to discover the exit solution space through the efficient onlooker and employed bees phases in a balance way through the parameter c and gbest process [24] . Combining the step of GABC with GGABC, a new hybrid algorithm is proposed called 3G-ABC for solving the nonlinear optimization problems as mention in the next section. The key point of this proposed 3G-ABC algorithm is that the GGABC is used at the initial stage of searching for the optimum using global best methods with enough amount of exploitation process and then the global search method used to cover the best area for exploration purpose. The parameter c, gbest guided employed, global gbest onlooker and typical scout bees along with max fitness evaluations method will balance and increase the amount of exploration and exploitation process [42, 43, 47] . The pseudocode of the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm detailed as: 
While (the termination conditions are not met) /*if the error goal reach to the defined maximum number of fitness evaluations stop otherwise continue until Max Cycle Numbers = 100,000) */ /*Gbest Guided Employed Bees' Phase*/ FOR (each gbest guided employed bee) Produce a new food source following the Equation (3);
Evaluate the fitness of the new food source by Equation (9) . Apply greedy selection on the new food source and the old one; If the num_eval == maximum fitness evaluations then Memorize the best solution of Gbest Guided Employed Bee So far; and Exit End IF END FOR. Calculate the probability P for each food source following the Equation (10); Based on the existence of the GGABC and GABCS algorithms, the exploitation and exploration process are enhanced through Equations (3)- (7), which have been hybrid in the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm. The values of Ψ, C 1 and C 2 have an important role for obtaining the high amount of exploitation and exploration through the gbest guided employed bees, global onlookers and scout bees with the guided and gbest strategies. Here, the various values are selected for C 1 and C 2 for the given problems. The proposed 3G-ABC algorithm can be easily applied to complex optimization problems including benchmarked numerical function to obtain a fast convergence speed with global optima as well. The randomization procedures are replaced by incorporating the bees' best food position through the effective candidates and tested strategies (Gbest Guided Employed Bees, Global Best Onlooker bees and typical Scout Bees).
Most of the researchers have used the typical ABC algorithm as well as their improved and hybrid versions with local and global search methods with the termination criteria Maximum Cycle Number. According to Reference [42] , using MCN as the termination criteria cannot reach the global minima and the comparison is also not valid with other meta-heuristic methods. Therefore, here the proposed method has been implemented with the termination criteria of the maximum fitness evaluation function instead of MCN which is 2*SN (SN employed bees + SN onlooker bees)*MCN. Here, all algorithms ABC, GABC, GGABC and 3G-ABC were terminated after 100,000 FEs, where FEs ≤ (SN + SN + 1) ⁄ MCN + SN. So in each iteration there are SN gbest guided employed bees, SN global onlooker bees and at most 1 scout bee of the typical ABC. The FEs will be counting dynamically through the fitness function of all sections during execution. Also, achieving an employed bee (by using the gbest guided strategy) that will become a scout bee does not consume a fitness evaluation in the employed bee phase again as the solution is going to be replaced by a random solution anyway. In such an implementation, there will be exactly SN*2 fitness evaluations per cycle. It has really changed the simulation results in terms of the exploration and exploitation process with a balanced quantity as well as saving the execution time. Also, these processes will continue until reaching the maximum fitness evaluation function until MCN.
Simulation Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 3G-ABC for global optimization problems, simulation experiments were performed on Intel Core i7-3612QM @ 2.1Ghz, 6 MB L3 Cache Intel
Computers 2018, 7, 69 7 of 17 HM76 with 4 GB RAM using Matlab 2014b software. Fifteen well-known benchmark functions are used to compare the performance of the 3G-ABC algorithm with standard algorithms. These functions contain one unimodal variable-separable function, two unimodal non-separable functions, two multimodal variable separable functions and two multimodal non-separable functions. These bechmarked functions are Rosenbrock, Sphere, Rastrigin, Schwefel, Ackley, Griewank, Quartic, Zakharov, Weierstrass and Himmelblau and so forth.
The first benchmark is Rosenbrock a unimodal with the nonseparable variables function used for simulation, whose global minimum value is 0 at (1, 1 . . . 1).The second benchmark function is Sphere, a unimodal function with separable variables used for simulation, whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0, . . . ,0). The third benchmark function is Rastrigin, based on the second function used for simulation, the global minimum value of which is 0 at (0, 0, . . . ,0). This function is based on Sphere function with the addition of cosine modulation to produce many local minima. The 4th benchmark is Ackley a multimodal function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0, . . . ,0) is non-separable variables. The fifth benchmark function is Schwefel a multimodal and separable function used for simulation, whose global minimum value is 0 at (420.9867, 420.9867 . . . , 420.9867). The function has a second best minimum far from the global minimum where many search algorithms are trapped. The 6th benchmark function is Griewank also a multimodal function with non-separable variables function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0 . . . ,0). Griewank function has a product term that introduces interdependence among the variables. Seventh to fifteen functions are: Quartic (noisy), Zakharov (Unimodal), Weierstrass (continuous but differentiable only on a set of points of measure zero) and Himmelblau (multi-modal function) functions. 
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with a = 0.5, b = 3, k max = 20
The values of f_bias 3 , f_bias 6 , bias 7 and f_bias 9 are −450, 390, −180 and −330 respectively. Here, all the selected benchmarked functions were tested with 10, 20 and 30 dimensions and run for 30 times randomly with various numbers of control parameters (as mentioned in Tables 1-4 of the proposed and typical bees based algorithms as mentioned after Figure 1 . In the proposed and standard algorithms, the numbers of global employed and global onlooker bees were half of the population size and the number of guided scout bees was selected as one. The abandon limit selected 10, 20 and 30 for the above benchmark function optimization. The standard ABC algorithm was used in this experiment for the optimization task. The comparison of proposed 3G-ABC with GGABC, GABC and ABC algorithms are discussed based on the simulation results.
Table 1. Fifteen Benchmark Numerical Functions and their details (D is dimension of the problem).

Function Name
Function's Formula Search Range f(x * ) The 3G-ABC algorithm plays a significant role in improving and balancing the exploration and exploitation procedures. The average result obtained by 3G-ABC is outstanding compared to other ABC, GABC and GGABC algorithms with 10, 30 and 50 dimensions are mentioned in Tables 2-4 respectively. The colony size put 30, 20 and 10 for average results respectively, food sources half of the colonies, various values of C 1 and C 2 were, cycle numbers 100,000 of ABC, GABC, GGABC and 3G-ABC algorithms. For typical ABC, GABC, GGABC and proposed 3G-ABC algorithms the percentage of employed and onlooker bees, gbest guided employed and gbest guided onlooker bees, global employed and global onlooker bees and gbest guided employed and global onlookers bees are set 50% of the colony. The best average simulation results with different topologies, initial food sources values and various numbers of control parameters of the proposed and existence methods were used for fifteen benchmarked numerical function optimization task. Every setting of Tables 1-3 were run with 30 trials and the average of runs were calculated with MSE and Std. Dev, along with convergence curves for finding the efficiency of each algorithm. The average MSE and Std dev obtained by the proposed and existence algorithms show that the proposed method achieved the high efficiency, optimal results and optima for the abovementioned functions. Based on the various control parameters values, the simulation results is effecting for each problem, such as: the size of colony can affect the speed during the solution so large colony may good towards the best foods source but wasting a lot of time and resources. In addition, the simulation results is affecting through the inappropriate values of limit and upper and lower bounds as well. Furthermore, the positive constant values of C1 and C2 having an important role towards achieving the global optima. He results can be analyzed from Tables 2-4 as in most of the cases the performance is increased in 3,4 topologies. The simulation results obtained by the proposed 3G-ABC and GABC algorithm are outstanding when compare with GGABC and ABC. The curves obtained by the newly hybrid proposed and ABC, GABC and GGABC algorithms for first four benchmarked functions are given in Figures 2-5 for the first 4 functions respectively. These functions are: Rosenbrock, Sphere, Rastrigin and Schwefel functions were simulated 30 runs with the maximum fitness evaluations through the various values of control parameters that are mentioned with each figure. The curves obtained by the newly hybrid proposed and ABC, GABC and GGABC algorithms for first four benchmarked functions are given in Using the max fitness evaluations as the stopping criteria has increased the efficiency of the abovementioned logarithm from the typical implementation method. From the above Figure 3 , it is clear that 3G-ABC algorithm reach to obtain the best result for Sphere functions with colony size 30 Results obtained through the mentioned (proposed and typical) algorithms are not very stable when its use for Rosenbrock function even with the colony size of 100 as shown in the above Figure 2 (right most).
Using the max fitness evaluations as the stopping criteria has increased the efficiency of the abovementioned logarithm from the typical implementation method. From the above Figure 3 , it is clear that 3G-ABC algorithm reach to obtain the best result for Sphere functions with colony size 30 and 10, however GGABC algorithm got the best results when the colony size was 20. Also the others such as ABC and Global ABC also have an enough average results in the cases. Using the proposed and typical meta-heuristic methods for Rastrigin function, FEs as the stopping criteria the GGABC and 3G-ABC are very close, also the results obtained by GABC and ABC are outstanding as well as shown in Figure 4 . The best results obtained with various colony sizes (30, 20 and 10) through all the above mentioned methods. In Figure 3 , the average convergence curves for Sphere functions with (Colony Size = 30, Limit = 30, C1, C2 = 1.5, D = 10), (Colony Size = 20, limit = 20, C1 C2 = 1.2 and D = 30) and (Colony Size = 10, limit = 10, C1, C2 = 1.1 and D = 50) shows that the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm outperformed than others methods, also GGABC algorithm is performed better than ABC and Guided ABC algorithms with various values of control parameters. The difference in mean and std dev rankings achieved by ABC, GABC is especially large for 30-dimensional maximization problems (see Tables 2 and 3) but also clear for 10-and 50-dimensional ones. According to the mean-based ranking obtained for 10 and 30-dimensional problems, these methods are very close to each other's. It can be noted that the C1 and C2 with value 1.2 outperformed than 1.5 values.
The average convergence curves of 30 runs for the first four functions are presented from Figures  2-5 shows that the, in case of Rastrigin, Schwefel and ackely functions, the results obtained by GABC algorithm are very close to the proposed one.
Here, the proposed 3G-ABC generates the best solutions on first eight benchmarked function out of fifteen while for GGABC, GABC, optimum solutions obtained for first three functions only. For the average solution, the proposed 3G-ABC can come up with the best solutions on all the fifteen selected benchmarked functions. The results in Tables 2-4 indicate that 3G-ABC and GABC exhibits the best performance among four typical methods discussed here.
To make sure that the proposed algorithm is outperformed efficiently than standard algorithms, to see the stability and to calculate the Analysis of variance ANOVA test used to find the estimation In Figure 3 , the average convergence curves for Sphere functions with (Colony Size = 30, Limit = 30, C1, C2 = 1.5, D = 10), (Colony Size = 20, limit = 20, C1 C2 = 1.2 and D = 30) and (Colony Size = 10, limit = 10, C1, C2 = 1.1 and D = 50) shows that the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm outperformed than others methods, also GGABC algorithm is performed better than ABC and Guided ABC algorithms with various values of control parameters. The difference in mean and std dev rankings achieved by ABC, GABC is especially large for 30-dimensional maximization problems (see Tables 2 and 3) but also clear for 10-and 50-dimensional ones. According to the mean-based ranking obtained for 10 and 30-dimensional problems, these methods are very close to each other's. It can be noted that the C1 and C2 with value 1.2 outperformed than 1.5 values.
To make sure that the proposed algorithm is outperformed efficiently than standard algorithms, to see the stability and to calculate the Analysis of variance ANOVA test used to find the estimation shows that the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm outperformed than others methods, also GGABC algorithm is performed better than ABC and Guided ABC algorithms with various values of control parameters. The difference in mean and std dev rankings achieved by ABC, GABC is especially large for 30-dimensional maximization problems (see Tables 2 and 3) but also clear for 10-and 50-dimensional ones. According to the mean-based ranking obtained for 10 and 30-dimensional problems, these methods are very close to each other's. It can be noted that the C1 and C2 with value 1.2 outperformed than 1.5 values.
The average convergence curves of 30 runs for the first four functions are presented from Figures 2-5 shows that the, in case of Rastrigin, Schwefel and ackely functions, the results obtained by GABC algorithm are very close to the proposed one.
To make sure that the proposed algorithm is outperformed efficiently than standard algorithms, to see the stability and to calculate the Analysis of variance ANOVA test used to find the estimation procedures (such as the "variation" among and between ABC, GABC, GGABC and 3G-ABC algorithms) to analyze the differences among various algorithm. The test has been used based on the mean square error values of first 10,000 FEs for solving the abovementied benchmarked function optimization task. Here, the difference using ANOVA with single factor has been presented in Table 5 algorithms) to analyze the differences among various algorithm. The test has been used based on the mean square error values of first 10,000 FEs for solving the abovementied benchmarked function optimization task. Here, the difference using ANOVA with single factor has been presented in Table  5 of Sphere functions. From Table 5 , we can see that the F-value is greater than the F-critical value for the alpha level selected (0.05). Therefore, we have evidence to reject the null hypothesis and say that at least one of the four samples have significantly different means and thus belong to entirely different values. From we can see that the F-value is greater than the F-critical value for the alpha level selected (0.05). We can see that the significance value is 2.605131, which is much below than 0.05, and, therefore, there is a statistically significant difference in the mean length to solve Sphere function problem through the different algorithms used here. Table 5 . ANOVA test of ABC, GABC, GGABC and 3G-ABC algorithms based on Table 2 parameters for Sphere function based on first 10,000 fitness evaluations. Based on the statistical test there is an enough difference between proposed and typical algorithms during the solving benchmarked function optimization problems. Furthermore, in most of the cases, the proposed method has outperformed in convergence and reaching to max fitness numbers through the cooperation of guided and global honey bees, the global optima can easily obtained with fast convergence and minimum error. The GABC algorithm got the second rank after the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm especially with the colony Size = 20, limit = 20, C1, C2 = 1.2 and D = 20). In some cases, the GGABC got outstanding results from proposed and typical algorithms. Overall, the exploitation and exploration strategies have been improved and enhanced in the proposed and typical methods with the maximum fitness evaluation implementation method. From Table 5 , we can see that the F-value is greater than the F-critical value for the alpha level selected (0.05). Therefore, we have evidence to reject the null hypothesis and say that at least one of the four samples have significantly different means and thus belong to entirely different values. From we can see that the F-value is greater than the F-critical value for the alpha level selected (0.05). We can see that the significance value is 2.605131, which is much below than 0.05, and, therefore, there is a statistically significant difference in the mean length to solve Sphere function problem through the different algorithms used here. Table 5 . ANOVA test of ABC, GABC, GGABC and 3G-ABC algorithms based on Table 2 parameters for Sphere function based on first 10,000 fitness evaluations. Based on the statistical test there is an enough difference between proposed and typical algorithms during the solving benchmarked function optimization problems. Furthermore, in most of the cases, the proposed method has outperformed in convergence and reaching to max fitness numbers through the cooperation of guided and global honey bees, the global optima can easily obtained with fast convergence and minimum error. The GABC algorithm got the second rank after the proposed 3G-ABC algorithm especially with the colony Size = 20, limit = 20, C 1 , C 2 = 1.2 and D = 20). In some cases, the GGABC got outstanding results from proposed and typical algorithms. Overall, the exploitation and exploration strategies have been improved and enhanced in the proposed and typical methods with the maximum fitness evaluation implementation method.
SUMMARY of Sphere Function
Conclusions
This paper presents a new hybridized ABC algorithm called 3G-ABC, where the global ABC and Gbest Guided ABC were introduced together to improve the searching and selecting performance of the typical ABC. To effectively validate the optimization performance of the new proposed 3G-ABC algorithm, we compared it with the classical ABC, GABC and GGABC algorithms on fifteen benchmark numerical functions. The results corresponding to these benchmark problems are computed and compared their performance with several existing algorithms and their results are summarized in the form of their Tables and Figures. Further, the convergence speed as well the statistical test is investigated to show the validity of the proposed approach. From these computed results, it is reveals that in most of the cases, the proposed approach shows a statistically significant and hence the proposed algorithm work is more reliable to find the global solution. Also, the performance of the GABC and GGABC algorithms also improved sufficiently based on the max fitness evaluation method rather than stopping criteria MCN. In other words, it is clearly presenting the hybridization objectives to improve the exploration and exploitation processes which are mainly the advantages of the two bees inspired algorithms GABC and GGABC. It is also clear that the 3G-ABC had the capability of fast convergence and to efficiently escape trapping at the local minimum and easily reached to global optima. Based on the high efficiency for optimization task, the proposed method can be suggested in the future for data-clustering and Neural Networks training purpose for solving complex time series problems. Also, the improved algorithms of the ABC will be improved and analysis with the new implementation strategy where the termination criteria will be max fitness evaluation values instead of MCN, which will be applied to solve various other benchmark optimization problems in an effective way. In the future, we shall test the performance of the proposed algorithm to solve other domain such as reliability optimization, decision-theory etc. [48] [49] [50] [51] . Author Contributions: conceptualization, H.S, N.T., and R.G.; methodology, H.S, N.T., and R.G.; validation, H.S, N.T., and R.G.; formal analysis, H.S, N.T., and R.G.; investigation, H.S, N.T., H.G., and R.G.; writing-original draft preparation, H.S, N.T., and R.G.; writing-review and editing, H.S, N.T., and H.G.; funding acquisition, H.S, N.T., and R.G..
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